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Słowotwórstwo - Ćwiczenia 

Ex. 1 Complete the table with the negative forms of the adjectives in the box. 

legal               perfect          obedient          logical       responsible         aware         comfortable 

dependent      rational          mature             polite        expensive           sociable      patient 

capable          honest            correct             willing      efficient              wise           fair 

un-  

im-  

dis-  

in-  

ir-  

il-  

 

Ex. 2 Fill in the gaps with an appropriate form of the word in brackets. 

1. It was a ............................ (MEMORY) day when I met the President. 

2. Do you need any ............................ (ADD) information when you want to log in the website? 

3. Olivia is a ............................ (MARVEL) teacher. I love her engagement in lessons. 

4. How did the universe come into ............................ (EXIST)? 

5. Anna is ............................ (MUSIC) talented. She can play the piano, saxophone and guitar. 

6. ............................ (FORTUNATE) we reached our destination but it wasn’t easy. 

7. What was his ............................ (REACT) to the news about our engagement? 

8. Would you like to take part in a sports ............................ (COMPETE)? 

9. There were many ............................ (STRANGE) when we arrived in Vienna last night. 

10. We need to gain ............................ (PUBLIC) if we want to sell our new book. 

11. Will you take this huge ............................ (RESPONSIBLE) for your family? 

12. This matter is of great ............................ (IMPORTANT) for me. 

13. You don’t need any special ............................ (EQUIP) if you want to try jogging. 

14. When children are sleeping, we’ve got ............................ (PEACE) time. 

15. What kind of television ............................ (ENTERTAIN) do you like? 

 

Ex. 3 Nouns below are given in the masculine. Write them in the feminine. 

1. actor –  

2. host – 

3. waiter –  

4. prince –  

5. duke –  

6. steward –  

7. heir –  
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Ex. 4 Complete the table with the correct words created from the words given. 

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE 

1. achieve   

2.  satisfaction  

3. marry   

4.   deep 

5.   pure 

6. amaze   

7. embarrassment  

8.  strong 

9. pollution  

10. retire   

 

 

Ex. 5 Choose the word from the box and fill in the gaps in the sentences below. You have to 

change the given words. 

 

 

1. We need some ............................ people to our team who will bring a breath of fresh air. 

2. Peter works in court. He’s a successful ............................ . 

3. In our hotel we provide ............................ rooms. You will feel like home. 

4. Our restaurant serves ............................ dishes of Polish cuisine. 

5. We need some ............................ to show that he’s guilty of medical malpractice. 

6. His puppy is ............................ . It’s the cutest creature in the world! 

7. At the beginning of the meeting there was an ............................ of all participants. 

8. To make an agreement, we need your ............................ on a dotted line. 

 

comfort       sign         prove          introduce         law       energy        tradition         adore               
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